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SPECIFICATION AND EXAMINATIQN OF ASSUMPTIONS, THEORETICAL MODEL, AND

COMPETENCIES: FIRST THREE STEPS TaARD SYSTEMIC IMPROVEMENT
OF A TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

by

Joe Lars Klingstedt
The University of Texas at El Paso

Due to ever increasing changes all around us, the situation faced by teacher

educators today is different than the one with which they had to deal yesterday.

In the past, teacher education programs had relatively few goals and the

processes to achieve them were fairly simple and Common from one program to

another. Programs all too frequently were characterized by a high degree of

vagueness and a low level of'accountability. Traditionally, programs were

defined in terms of content "coverage," and success, for the professor, was

easured in terms of the amount of content heyas able to "adequately" cover.

For the'student, success was equated with grades earned and course credits

'accumulated. Professors lectured, gave assignments, and administered exams:

students made notes, wrote papers, and took tests. At the end of this knowledge

accumulation, students 'participated in student teaching, i.e., they had a limited

opportubity to try and apply what they had accumulated. DUring the student

teaching experience, cooperating teachers frequently told student teachers to

forget all of that ivory tower theory they had accumulated at the university and

get down to the practical -aspects of what teaching was all about. During the

first few days, students.vere often perplexed by the conflicting viewpoints, but

4 since they had very little:if any, commitment to the value of the knowledge they

had accumulated they eventually forgot the ivory
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tower abstractions and they adjusteeto the system. Because decisions about

teficher education programs were more often based on tradition than need, the

cycle of events continued to be repeated over and over again.

The,technological revolution has drastically increased th kind, amount and

speed of change in our lives today.. Knowledge is increasing a an astounding pace

and the complex communications systems we have developed are thrusting information

on us so rapidly and consistently that we cannot assimilate it 11.. We do not

know which knowledge it of most Worth for what in which situatiory Our confusion

leads to frustration. Alvin Toffler has labeled the way this ch0ge affects us-

\
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as a kind of future shock.

In the midst of this situation, educators are facedwith a,perplexing

dilemma: on the one hand, demands are increasing for new and more effective

to educate our popUlation to meet and deal with the problems we face, and on the

other hand, the taxpayers are reluctant to support education which theyjeel has

beenlineffectfve in the past. In response to this problem some rathereiignificant

changes have recently taken place in teacher education.-

TeaCher education programs are currently attempting to prepare a more

diversified population of educational personnel. Increased numbers of goals

have been accompanied by Increased processes utilized to achieve 'them. Programs.

have generally become more specific, and consequently they have.become more

accountable. Programs are increasingly being defined in terms of'competencies.

instead of content to be covered; Success,Jor professors, is more frequently

than in the past being measured in terms of student achievement. In addition

student success is becoming equated with the-attainment of teaching competencies

instead of 'grades earned and courses completed. Professors are.individualizing

instruction more than they used to, and students are often given earlier and
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more frequent opportunities to wed theory and practice through Increased

v

laboratory and field experiences. In addition, the education profession, as

illustrated through teacher center efforts aross the country, is taking a more

active interest in the preparation of its future members.

I

In spite of all the changes mentioned° the design and conduct of teacher

education programs still frequently leaVes a great deal to be desired. Instead.

orbasing decisions on tradition (as in the past) many decisions are currently

being made (though perhaps not consciously) on the basis of their innovative

appea4ria., "WS new; let's give it a try.". Traditional processes may not

be suited to current. problems.' However, innovations should be carefully

considered and they should not be adopted haphazardly. Insteadefshange for
..--------

the sake of change, it is proposed that change be planned and directed toward --'

desired ends. While it may be true that the technological revolution has put

u0ace-4o-face with some problems we did not have before0 it may be equally

t,3
'true that out of the technological revolution has come the means to deal with

the new and challenging problems--the systems approach to educational-program

improvement. This approach allows teacher educators to plan and direct change/

in a systematic and systemic way. Instead of having to deal with problems on

at a time, a systems approach allows one to solve several problems at the same

time.

It is not the intent to cover all aspects of the systems approach herein.

Rather, the approach in general is defined, and attention is focused oil the

first three steps Of therprocess--the specification and examination of

assumptions, theoretical model, and competencies.

5



ASSUMPTIONS

As is explainedin detail below. a set of assumptions provides the theoretical

underpinning. for the entire program. Included in this section is information

related to terms associated with systems in general and assumptions in particulars

the logical as well as the psychological value of assumptions. methods of

identifying and grouping assumptiOns. artd factors to be considered in assessing

the acceptability and usability of assumptions.

Definitionuof Terms i
While there are a vast number of terms associated with systems technologys

it is not believed that total understanding Of a comprehensfve list of technical.:

words is essential to begin the process of specifying and examining assumptions.

it s believed that a basic understanding of the components in the system and

the r relationships to each other would be helpful to one beginning the process

of applying the systems approach to the problem of improving a teacher education

program. Consequently. only the most basic terms will be treated.

What is a system? Cook (1971:46) defines a system as .ma logical arrangement'

of interdependent and interrelated parts which become a connected whole in order

to accomplish a specific objective." Some examples of various systems cited by

Cooper and. Weber (1973:12) include the huMan body (a physiological system). the

automobile (a mechanical syftem)D and the school.(a social system). A basic

systems-design Includes inputs process or operat'ionsD outputs and feedback. The

design can be depicted graphically as follows:

INPUT
--1;, PROCESS" OR

OPERATIONS
OUTPUT

'FEEDBACki

Every system depends on the quality of its Output for its continuance.' In a

teacher education program. students are the major input, the sum total of their

6
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educational experience while they are in the program constitutes the process,

and certified graduates are the Outiiutof the system. The ultimate success of

the teacher education system rests on the success of its graduates in attempting

to bring about, in turn, desired outcomes in their students, In addition to the

overall system, a system frequently includes several sub-systems. For example,

the total teacher education system might include an instructional sOb-system, a

management sub-System, and an'evaluation sub-system.

111yeijeee.ystems approach? "CaiMon sense by design" is one of Banathy's

(1968a) definitions of a systems approach. A more-comprehensive description

(8anathy0 1968b) is as follows: the purpose of a system is achieved through

processes in which interacting components of the system engage to produce a

predetermined output. The purpose determines the process required and the

process will determine the components of the system. As pointed out by Cooper

and Weber (1973:12), the application of this systemic strategy to a human process

is called a systems approach.

What are elements of an instructional system? Elements of an instructional.

1
.

system are the components thought to be essential to the overall effective

I

functioning of the system. An effective instructional' system usually includes at

least the following five elements: (1) assumptions, (2) goals and objectives,

(3) instructional strategies, (4) assessment procedures, and (5) feedback mechanism.

The Texas State 'Comilission for Professional Competencies.(1974:11-12) identi-

fled seven elements of an Instructional system they.believe to be essential. They

are: (1) assumptions, (2) conceptual model, (3) competencies, (4) instructional

program, (5) assessment and evaluation, 16) .governance ;,nd management, and

descriptlen of the development process.

Notice thet in both examples the first element in the system is the a

assumptions. The assumptions "hook. all of theleit of the system together.



They provide the foundation or base for ail declsion making that fol lows-

concerning the other parts of thesysteAl

What .is an assumption? Very simply stated., an asSumption is a belief. It

Is a value statement. It is a jOstification, for educational practice. Sometimes

(Houston, 1972:27) these beliefs, hunches., or justification's are based on research

and sometimes they are based on envirdnmentatfattOrs. In either CQS00 SIACO

they play such an important rule in the desigkof the total system, it is essen9

tial that in the'devOlopment of systemic teacher education programs assumptions

should be stated explicitly as a first step In the process.

Lo icai andichc42Lfcal Values of Assumptions,

The importance of explicitly and clearly stated,assumptions'cannot be

overstated. The basis for this statement, as has been indicated, is the fact

that they form the theoretical underpinning for the entire program.

What are the 1ogicapailayshisigosiC21121ues of assum t ons7 As statld by

the Texas State Commission for Professional CompetencieS (1 4.4)0 °assumptions .

are a vital aspect of sound program planning. They tindergird the decisions made

by program developers as they conceptualize, design, implement, 'manage, and

evaluate programs." It just good common sense, as Banathy might put it to

base a system on explicitl stated beliefs. It is logical. Furthermore, the

Con ission (Texal-State Commission for Professional Competencies, 1974:14) states

that the specification of assumptions isadvantageous psychologically because of

the tendency of an individual's behavior to be based on certain beliefs. Con-

sequently° when program developers have specified their assumptions for a

preparation program, they will have.committed themselves, psychologically, to

the kinds of competencies which are Compatible with the stated assumptions.

Few, if any, serious program planners would disagree with the above

mentioned statements. However, in spite of this fact, the failure of efforts
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to improve teacher education programs can frequently be traced to a lack of

clearly stated assumptions that form the foundation4f the program. Perhaps

an example will help illustrate the point.

Assume that either because of some dissatisfaction ti;it surfaces from within

(perhaps studenticriticism or faculty concern) or a weakness pointed out by an

external agency (perhaps'an accreditation team), efforts ,Fe initiated to imp 0

a program. Task forces may be organized to prepare a plan of action, or the

responsibility may be assigned to.an cxisting committee.- The group is asked to .

prepare its recommendations by a certain time and they dutifully get down to

work. But where do they staet?

Typically, task forces or committees organized to,improve a program concern

themselves with instructional or organizational issues. Are they lecturing too

much? Too little? Are their classes too large? Too small? Should they use

more graduate assistants? Fewer ?. Are the textbooks that are being used too

long? Too short? Should they organize into teams? Do their own thing? And

the questions.go on and on Whomever is most persuasive usually gets heard.

If he or she can defend his or her answers to the questions with information

from the source of concern, so much the better. Solutions are proposed, some

times adopted, and occasionally institutionalfzed. FroM a logical point of

view what is wrong with this :approach?

First of all, the approach described has. not dealt with, precedent elements

that are essential in a logical approach to the problem. They have not addressed

the issue of where they want to go (goals and objectives) or-why they should go

that way (assumptions): Furthermore, essential antecedent elements have also

been ignored. Their evaluation procedures (assessment) cannot be tied to their

desired goals, and the formative information they might get (feedback) will not
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be very useful in tenas of helping that ileterevine better ways to achieve desired

ends. In shorto a logical sequence of program development has not been followed.

If one proceeds in a logical fashion D the goals and objectives can be derived

from the stated assumptions and the decisions concerning modifications in

instructional strategies can be made on the basis of utat is to be achieved

(goals and objectives) and why it is important to achieve them (assumptions).

In addition measures of success (evaluation) can be tied to desired ends (goals

and objectives) and the total process can be constantly impro'ved through systamti

-input about the effectiveness of the interactions between the elements of the

system (feedback). Without a sound foundat on in the form of clearly stated

assumptions the teacher education program w 110'at bestp be a teak tructure

andp at wore% it may collapse.

tletilsofIdetndGrouir4eujLtiem.

Before one\can-begin to identify assUmptionsp one needs to knew where to

look. 8asically4i there are three major sourcds from which assumptions or

justifications are drawn. They are: (1). philosophyp (2) psychologyo and

(3). sociology. Ideas pit together *Om these three sources provide the major

justifications for educational practice.' They constitute a thought patter!i: .

They' provide the foondation for a program4s statement of mission or philosophy.

It sbould constantly be kept in mind that statements of assumptions provide
1

the theoretical underpinrdng for a program. They provide statements of belief

that ouideaction. It simply is not sufficient to say that the assumptions are

implied or "understood While it may be-true that:many.programs areo to soma

extento based on assumptions that are supposedly understoodp it is also true

that a great deal of confusion and conflicting effort can be avoided if

assumption's are made explicit right from the start. Once thiS IS donee points

10
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of disagreement or confusion will
I
becterIN s

hopefully resolved.

n be discussed and

How are assum Mime identified? While there a ny different approaches

that can be used to identify assumptionsD three very hasiongs provide-enough

options one .going in the prOCess For lack orbetter n

approach is beled'"creailve brainstorming'', end'the secand'eppreach is lad

Pstrawman (or stramerion if you prefer) reacting." The find approach is a

csAthesis of the first,two.

is

In the creative' b s roe

of the

it prticipan

Ptions they believe to be relevan

rem scratch, and

program. Once

has been accomplished the separate lists are coMbined- into a single list

ne ii given the task of editing tn order to eliMinate overlap and

fide consistent terminology. The final list Is rTeviewed by the iiginaI

writers.

The strawman reac in oach is one \s which previously generated lists

of assumptions ar presented to the group for their reaction. The group can

either adopt one of the lists presented, or it can generate one of its own by't.,

modifying an existing list or by combining elements from several lists into e

new one. If no lists are available, an officially adopted mission statement

or a statement of philosophy might be examined for stated or implied assumptions.

The most desirable epalecich a combination of creative brainstorming and

strewman reacting. The process begins with creative brainstormim. ConsequentlYD.

the resulting fists reflect the unique nature of the indiViduals and Institutions

involved. These lists are then,synthesized and the resulting list'is used as a

ustrawmann for group reaction.( Since the strew man used is the result of internal



effort. instead' of external imposition, the psychological Commitmen

r

of the:a0r a sqd, every effort should be Pade to eliminate
- . ._-

c+ nfflcting assumptions. 1 ft unresolved .the overall effectiveness of the

entire program could be ,s ously undermined. sio4 should ka.rotional
:

r than emotional f conflicts are not eaSity,resolved- it ,might be

'employ a rational group deciiion-making model,

point that needs to be made concerning the iden ?it

is that the level of concern should always be kept: ii tnd, none-

is stating program'assumptionethq are likely to be at a different level than

if one' is stating assumptions foi' ari.'entire institution. Irstitutiinlal assumption

Yst;qf necessity, be flenitle enough to acct ca all- programs" that are a part

tution. .*As a result, the list of assurptions for an.entire univqrsity

orter.than the list for programs contained within :it

ed? just as there are several 'approaches that can

be used to identify ass Iptions, there area nn almost unlimited number of ways

examine sopecategories include assumptions aboutthey can be grouped.

individual differences, learningisedoW'forces, teacher roles sc cols,

education, institutions, organizational st Tres, scope of programsolndividual

needs, .staff needs, structure of the dtsclpl ine, a .whuman n4ure.

Although the categories mentioned above may be perfectly `viable choices in

situations, they may not work in others. Some are very Einotal and some

quite specific. Some situations Call for specific categories vihekas, others'

t require categories that are more encompasSing in order to keep one froth

having to invent anew care y every time anew assumption is.added. An

analogy.illustrates the point. Suppose that one was trying to decide on some
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catergories to use for rOupinglidentifyin characteristics of lipstick. The

t go qred" might:ibeielectd but if it wato what'WoUld happen when- .came

Toss sortie silver n this tate! larger ,category is needed--perhaps

o or. 5010r Is tegorrthat Include; all postible tints. and.Shedes

deeding factor s enerallOhe level of. concern.. Education ire general might

ore global categories' than special education in Particular.

umptions related tojtacher education programs. can generally be,groupe

kinder three major headings: (1) the learner (2)the society. and (3) pedagogy.

Other possibilities: exist ese threes with 4c6Ional sub-headings will

get the ,oe. tenerallY speaking

fella % is h

ether a ub-h

combined so

Factors Affect

Construct

Impro

first step

started tare

when one gem more than three o

o combine them should be explored,

me one gets .more seven to n

shodld bo introduced :or som e it

back in.the seven to n
61

Another general.rule

he it under a

d elimina d'iqr

Ace d USW i lefAts

set of.prog am,assumptions is the

a tit of a teacher 040Oation Pregram:.

n important one oOver, once

hould be taken enture its success.

factors sIould be considered In order to enhance the acceptability and usability

fi

of the assumptlee Identified during the initial part of the procets.

9na factors a ct'ce tabi i t and utabil it of assu

ns

0-

mpOrtant first step to lard

hd cision to take that.

approiakhat bein

n this regardp several

n ? Fly

rfect t

(1).

Y.

acceptabilityr and .1 of arty set of pr

olvementi (2) Implications nsp (3).a proval (4) rea

sstuliptio s.

. and



Of the five items, involvement is probably the single most kportant factor.

Mettp961) stated. hat the degree of progress of anorganiption increased,

significantly 'as .more individualiAn the organization became involved -in the

de4sloitmaking process.affepting the. organization. This it'just as true fOr

an OdUCatipnal organiiatiOn as itASfor any other tYpeO.Organizatione %fly/OW)-

intent 4) the identification of assumptions increases the stake .one has in them and

it increases the likplihood of their receiving approval (another factor of

importance) .. 0
Once assumptions have been identified, attempts should be made:to state all

.

possible so that they can be discussed before proceeding. It can be

very frustrating and time waiting to reach a later stage of development only to

have someone yell "foul" becauie he didrnot realize that ;a particular approach

was ',implied by a given asisumption. Naturally, not all implications will surface

at the initial stage. However, the effort to identify and discuss them at that

point will be time` bell spent. I

The last two factors, reality anevalidity, are telated to the relevance of

the stated assumPHons. Items that are not relevant 4,e seldom usable even though

many persons may have been Involved in identifying, discussing, and approving them.

Reality can be chicked=by determining the relationships between the assumptions .

and the !ireal° context of the program. Prceptioni of all constituencies should

be checked. Johnson and Shearron ,(1971: 42) indicate that validity for

ellassumptions that are of a factual liatur, can be demonstrated. For example, one
... .,..-----

can observe the fact that students differ from one another physically. Validity

1.:41,slateTents that are hypothesized can be tested. However, the validity of pure.

valite type assumptions must, by their very-nature rest on mutual agreement;

This constitutes a type of.face validity.
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Certainly teacher educators are nO exception. Gone are the days when little was

expected in teachereducation beyond Offering a few theoretical courses and a

brief student teaching experience for'practicing what was supposedly learned.

Increasingly, graduates of teacher education programs are expected to be prepared

to perforMa variety of functions in highly specialized 'teaching roles within

J.

THEORETICAL MODEL

As life becomes more complex we:human beings create new structures that we

hope will help us make better, sense out oc'the mass of:confusion we4face.

`different school settings'. While the quantity, of supply has kept up with the

demand, the quality has.not always lived up to'expectations.

.t4
Many teacher educators felt the solution was just around the corner with the

arrival of-competency-based teacher education (CBTE) and its applications of

systems approaches. However, after a great deal of progress .,t appears that

something is stilt missing. It seems that CBTE structures frequently do rift fit

the theoretical underpinnings provided by their assumptions. It is almost as if

a foundation (assumptions) was poured more or less randomly, in One area, and a

building (CBTE program) was built, in the same manner, someplace else. Finally

the two Were joined together. Since there had been no blueprint to guide and

coordinate construction, both the foundation (assumptions) and the building

(program) were weak and inadequate individually as well as in combination.

Advocates and critics of CBTE alike have, noted the weakness mentioned abeve.1

Harry Brody has stated that C/PBTE ignores the necessity of developing theoretical

frameworks that are fundamental to professional enterprise. La Grone.(Lottet,

1973:iii) indicated that "the professional component, as well as othe components,

of the teacher education program will continue to experience extreme difficulty

until a workable .conceptual basis has been created and generally accepted."

88



What Is a Theoretital Model for Teacher Education?.

A theoretical model for teacher education is a structural design of the

conceptual and functionartom onents of the .total' s stem. It is to\the develop-
. 'ts

ment of a teacher education program as a blueprint is to the constrUCtion of a

building. The model may be thought of as a conceptual genera14zation flowing

from the assumptions and providing the frameworlefor the overall organization. .

and, operation of the total program: Like any concept, it an be explained in

1.terms of the organization of its characteristics or components.

What Are the-Classes Cate ories and Sub-Cate ories

The concept of a theoretical model for teacher education is still in a

formative stage.. Althodgh noteworthy attempts have been made (Joyce, 1972, and

o a eoret ca lode for

Lottet 1973) to'develOpiCa,wOrkable odel, no single conceptual basis has yet

received general acceptance. Suggesttoni,and examplis:i6ed herein repreent what
. .

is recommended by the Texas State Commission for ProfeSsienal Competincies-(1974)

as well as additional items the author belieVOS are,tepresentativ9:Of current.
. .

/

"best thtnking" on the topic The concept of a theoretical model for teacher

. ,

education presented herein is. presented In terms of its component classes

categories, and.sub-ciitegories.-

/
The three major classes Which.tre\included in the concept of a the retical

model for teacher education are: 1) professional bases, 2) prolfeSsU4actiOns.
7-

\Iand 3) professional contexts. : : .,
,

i

Professional bases contain two maLfategodLsori 1) knowledge; lind-value.

The sub-categories of knowledge are (1) general, and ,(2)1pec tottes

(1973:63) states that "the Absence'of.coMmitmentto.cOMmon professional bases

would make useless any kind of attempt to access professional competence in

L. JLIS
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...4
is the "know what" and the "know how" of the profession.

Every profession also has a value base. The value base of the profession
,..

'includes values of the s'ociet served and values of the refession itself. The
0. .

society has certain values concerning the people to be served by the profession'

.

90

teaching." Every-profession is based on knowledge--some general, and some

highly specialized. There is a body of knowledge, commonly calledigeneril
,1

education, which is fairly common among the professions. It is normally thought

of as the liberal arts For example, skill in communication (oral and written)-

is required in all professions. The fundamental ideas of effective communications

are applicable in all professions. Prospective doctors, lawyers, and teachers

can all study communications together with little difficulty. In fact they can

probably help each other. All of the traditional disciplines contribute to the

general knowledge base of any profession.. However, as a professional studies

general-ideas'he is doing so as a specialist: He puts'the ideas in a particular
t

frame of reference which results from the specialized *information that forms a-

Ismowledge base unique to his profession. This specihlized knowledge is not
.

generally possessed by the common man. According to La Grone (1974:146), it

as wel1 as the services they are to receive. A value held by our society that

'affects the practice of law is the notion that a person is innocent until proveni
.

1 tailty'.*. EV'eri.prcifessiOn:Is'governed by values--usually called professional

_..1

ethics--that are unique to that prOfesSion. The value imposed_by society of

.-1 ..,' presumed: innocence.resalts in ethical standards for lawyers that control the
-. ..;

conduct of trial i so as to protect this notion.- In the area of education,

society values the individual's right to privacy. Consequently, in the conduct

of educational research it would be considered unethiCal to .reveal information

about a person without prior consent.
\N.
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Professional actions for all professions are assuMed'to, be rational.
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1 -A La'Grone (1974:147) defines rational action as "(1) the ability to make clear the

-goal of action, (2) theabllity to formulate a set of procedures that.-.. [are

inferred to] lead to the attainment of the objective, (3)1 the ability to make:

,1! plain what will count as evidence that the objective has been attained, (4) the

ability to put the procedures into effect, and, (5) thepability to determine the

fef ectivene4\of the procedures. The layman may make decisions em tionally, but

the professional is always rational iyi his decisions related, to hi f prOfession

The class of professional actions in teacher education is 'divided into two major

a

J4

improvement, and 2) teaching. Sub-categories of improvement /

include: 1) self-improvement, and 2) im rovement of one's profession. The /

category of teaching is divided into three sub-categories: 1) formulating,

2) implementing, and 3) validating.

In any profession, the person has an obligation (due to knowledge and value
tn.

bases) to improve himself as well as his profession. Self-improvement in

teacher education frequently takes the form of post graduate study to refresh,

refine, or develop needed skills, strategies, or roles. In the area of improve-

ment of the profession, teacher educators frequently conduct research and reptirt

on+successful approaches so as to increase the base of the profession.

Professional actions also include the.all important category of teaching.

-In teaching the professional is required to perform actions in three sub-
°

.categories: 1) formulating, 2) implementtng, and 3) validating. Formulating

.actions include diagnosing, planningvAnd prescribing. Implementing actions.

include the utilization of skills, strategies, and roles, and validating includes

evaluating; explaining, and justifying.

The last two itemS(explaining and justifying). bear a particularly significant
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relationship to the notion of rational action. La Grone (1974:150) states that

ekplain a teaching, action IS to,setjorth a.generalization from which specific

action can be'deduced. When.the action meets the conditions. of the generalization,

it is _Justified.".

The class of rofessionil contexts is especially important in.the overall

integration otthe various cOponents of*the model. It relates to. the "setting"

in which instruction takes 'place. Two basic categories plake.up thit class;

(1) models, and (2) problems.
.. ,

The categorl(of models uses as its point of departure the various models Of

teaching such as "generalist," "Innovator0 and Individualizer.: Training. in

the'use of these models becaMes the4Context in which the trainee learns the

actions.,, it the teaching ,category.

Andther option in terms of contexts is the problems approach. Included in

the problems category are problems 'that are simulated, clinically derived; and

field identified. In this setting the trainee'brings the professional bases and

actions to bear on problem.situations both Teal and fabricated.
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As one can tell by comparing this yodel with that of La Grone (1974:152) this

author has accepted much of that original and extremely useful work. However,.

especially in the category of teaching and the class of professional contexts,

there,have been some significaht changes suggested. It is hoped that these

changes, coupled with other minor ones, will improve and not weaken the overall

model. Ultimately, thatjudgment is left to the reader. Regardless, the quote

La Grone (Lottes.,,1973:iii) once again," the 'professional componeht, as well as

other components of the teacher education program will continue to experience

extreme difficultrpntil a workable conceptual basis has been created and

generally accepted."

How Does One Develop a Theoretical Model?

Although a'qumber of approaches are available, the two most functional

seem to bean inductive approach, and a deductive approach.- We will examine the

deductive approach first.

Joyce and Weil 0972:5) indicate that prodram elemelts Should be developed

in a wholistic fashion not a particularistic one They explain that in

particularistic approaches,.elements are designed and built separately. On the

other hand, wholistic approaches flow from an overall conception which controls

the, creation of the pieces and proVides a number of screens through which they

are filtere4 and unified, This wholistic approach Codes under:the heading of a

deductive approach. 'In the dedUctive approach a model of the teacher is

constructed in' terms of the Competence areas included. in a given role. of the

teacher (Joyce and Weil, 1972 :5). In this approaCh.a theoretical;:ptisition is

assumed and the teacher education program is bUilt around it (the Michigan State

University Elemeltary Model and the Columbia University'Model Program are

examples of the utilization of this ApOroch, The modelof teacher.defines the

21
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substance of the prpgram bi`telling us. what knowledge will be,taught, which skills-

will tie'acquired,tnd how these will fit together (Joyce, 1974:25).

Another.strategyin the deductive an roacti is to move from the tssumptions
- .

,t) thd specification of-other parts of the program by deducing each component

froth the previous one. .

The major strength of this approach ts its promotion of unity. Its major

weakness is in its requirement for almost complete agreement among the members

of the development team. Furthermore, Joyce and Weil (1972:5) indicate that

centralized control of the.process is probably necessary as well..

,
.In anAnduCtive approach desired characteristics are listed first then one

works inductively to construct a program designed to bring about tts2 desired

qualities. For example, the "ideal stuaenttanalso be used as-a starting point
.

in; creating a"theoretiCalmodel for a teacher education program. The "ideal"

.s0dent'is describedsand the characteristics needed by the teacher to bring

about thesired results are hypothesized, then the program-structure thought

to be necessary to promote the development of the 'desired teacher competencies

is hypotheslied.

,Regardless of the approach chosen it should be kept constantly in mind that

an.effectfte program has a high degree of conceptual unity among parts.

Systemic- programs'.are highly interactional.

How Can Integration Be Promoted Across Model Componeqs?

Lottes (1973:28) states that the components' in professional preparation

should include every significant class of teaching action. However, as we have

seen, this covers a lot of territory and Joyce (1974:3) cautions us that "ifcompep

'tency bated programs are to,sacceed, they must . . have the-power to help the

teacher integrate competencies . . .
0 Fine, but how? After a fair amount of

22
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"hands-on" experience with CBTE programs, and a rather extensive'review of the

literature, the position taken herein is that two approaches are needed to pro-

vide a meaningful professional context which will truly promote integration across

all components of the teacher. education program. lbeyiare: (1) model Context,

And (4 problame context.. Both are used throughout the program..;

The model context provides a very effective vehicle for ensuring meaningful

program integratiOn. Combs and Kinzer (1974:82) point out that the Moderrs

teacher must fill. more roles tha1 just that of a director. FurtherMore."sirid

people learn most effectively from their -own experience, teach0 education
K:-

programs'should dembnstrate in their philosophy, practices, and 'humaOstlation-
,

ships.a wide variety of models.'." Weil ( 1974 :117) indicates that one. of the major

advantages oi a model of teaching is that it operationalizes &philosophy of

education. and/or a learning theory into a pattern of activitiestalled a teaching

strategy. Teachers,can be trained to perform a teaching strategy.

Weil (1974:117) defines a teaching strategy as "complex behavioral events

in which the teacher carries out a sequence of activities deSigned to implement .

particular educational objectives and goals." She contrasts strategies with

Skills by pointing out that skills are. smaller units of teaching, frequently a

single "move.".. Basically, skills are instructional techniques and procedures

that are used in a variety of combinations depending on the need. Using a

football analogy, one might think of blocking and tackling as.skills and the

split T formation as a model. The game plan for the particular way the formation

(model) will be employed is the strategy. Obviously, the blocking and tackling

skills lose meaning outside of the context of a formation and a strategy.

Weil (1974:11,7) identifies four concepts that.are useful in extrapolating

and describing a strategy:' (1) syntax (describes model'in action--sequence of



events, 2) principles of reaction (how teacher responds to student), 3) socia

system (roles and norms encourageddeals with the degree of structure in the

I.

z 1,

environment),and 4) supPort system (requirements beyond the usual human skills).
._,

Joyce '(1974:19 -20) identifiessixteen instructional strategies (or models) that

fle groups into four broad categories: 4 information processtng models (systems

\
,

to improve ability to orgenize data, facilitate inductive thiqing, and promote

concept development), 2) social interaction models (through democratic process

_71
and group relations develop ones ability to relate to otherS), 3) individual

person models (empliasizes Creativity and development of self-concept), and 4)

'..,ehavior modification (shaping behavior).

The teacher we see in action most frequently is the "Generalist." The model

of the generalist includes at least five roles (Joyce, 1974:16). They are:

1) counselor, 2) academician, 3) skill builder, 4) productive thinker, and)

community builder. The five roles require the ability to apply a number of

modelt in the classroom.

In choosing models for emphasis in a' program, ideal" considerations must

not be alloWed to totally. crowd out practical reality. Preservice teacher

education should emphasize enough models to enable/the teacher to begin dealing

effectively with the real problems he will face. /Along this line, Joyce (1974:

30) states that:"the competency orientation app art to require selecting a model

of the teacher flexible enough forpersonal variation and creating components

directly related to the model." Furthermore careful selection of a few basic

models cn,have a very powerful unifying effect on a program. .WeW(1974:140)

lists three major advantages of using a model or teaching strategy approach.

First, it,constitutes a functional unit of behavior. Second, it is consistent

in terms of theoretical properties, and last, strategies can be linked more



directly to learner outcomes than tan a single teaching skilltj

ille_priialeElAlnlnI becomes increasingly important as the trainee progresses

through the program. 4Joyce (1974.4) says thatbecause0 the complex nature of

theteacher s rille a EtrainingiN program'
to

should contain multiple elements which require coordination, and focui.

necessary so that the teaCher will not only master specifiC competencies but

also integrate_them intelligently. The problem context provides-an appropriate

setting for this integration.

Lottes (1973:30) presents another argument in favor' of. the problems,

approach. He states that "pressing problems" are the smallest upOihrileart4fth

teaching activity can be analyzed and remain professionally functional. He

,'points out that an act such as asking questions makeS,nO sense when performed in

isolation. What;must be realized is that "the occasion when an act may-or must

be performed and the WayIn which the act ought'to be performed depends upon the

P
curricular context, the way in which previous acts have been performed, the

professional values, and so forth." (Lottes, 1973:2).

The simulated problems approach used by mil4ny is good as far as it goes, but

it does not go quite far enough. It sets up a series of "simulated', problems

for the leirner to solve. This, by itself, is inadequate. The problems are.

froqiiintly only perceived as hurdles by the learner. Comb's notion 0? real

perceived problems is much better. In this approach a real situation, such as a

clinicaf interaction or a field experience provides,the problem to be-resolved.

Here the teacher must recognize (diagnose) the problem, propose (prescribe)

a solution, try it out (implement it), check the results (evaluate), and do it

all over again if necessary (recycle). All of these actions.are part of the

professional action of teachiri,)g. Real integration will:ocCurr In this setting.
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There are many advantages to a prob1eM approach, but only two pointed out

by Cembs and Kinzer (1974:79) will be mentioned here.

makes the'teacher and the student partners in a

npeople do not need 'to he rewaked, cajoleds or

that affmt them in important Imodiato

If onesacCifft-Whitehead s defintOoo of eduaAti°

ability to utilize knowledge) then the problems approach

FiritsaproblaI approach

common preject aretrandt,

punished to 'deal with matters 9

V

f acquiring

lot of sense.

verb to be able' to solve Prohlims'one needs knowledge, 4s-,:ct osulvprobablY

tne,rastdesirabIe approach-is touse the combination of,hothodniegts suggested.

n the figure on the following page.' As is indidated, one begins the :training

program*With the major ephasisoftraining focused on perfor4oci competencies

within the model, context. As 'knowledge is increased aptimoreTrOblemS arisen

-theeifsphasiz gradually sh fts to consequence competencies with in the problems

Context.





COMPETENCIES

Competency, i f not proficiency, should be the minimum goal of .a teacher

education program. Peter (1975) states:

"If teaching is to be worthy of the title profession, its members^
must possess competencies not present in non-members of the profession.
Dentists can repair teeth and perform dental surgery. Surgeons can
perform operations. Architects can prepare plans and specifications.
Lay persons are not-competent to do these things. Through competency-
based teacher education, teachers can acquire unique capabilities to
promote learning in children. Teaching, which is the most important
profession, could,; then become truly the greatest profession."

While the above mentioned statement is quite straightfoward, it is.not as

easily accompl shed as one might think. Many decades of research efforts have

been directed toward the search for what makes an effective teacher. Combs (1974)

defines the effective teacher as a unique human being who has learned to use

himself effectively and efficiently to carry out his own and society's purposes

in the education of others." Joyce (1974:23) states that "competence,.. is the

ability to select, then use curricular and instructional models and adjust them

to suit the characteristics of students." In other words, (Joyce, 1974:22)

".,...good teaching is likely to bee matter of using skills or models appropriate4, I
V'fr

to the learner and to the types of outcomes which are sought." In spite of these

statements we still do not have, an accepted definition of an effective, teacher.

Perhaps we never will.

A major problem arises when competencies are taken out of context. Weil

(1974) states that "large complex fiehaviors are, not the summation of smaller

behaviors, but training in the latter can certainly contribute to greater

effectiveness in more complex behaviors," When one looksat traits, behaviors or,

competencies in isolation one Ignoret the fact that they are interactive.

Competencies must be viewed interactively within the context of the.assumptichis,



and the theoretical model which were identified for the program. If we start

from a sound theoretical modelp.we are more likely, to avoid disconnectedness and

achieve .a desirable end. For example, .in the part of this paper dealing with 'the

theoretical model it was pointed out that teachers should perform rational

teachingand VproVing actions in a context supported by knowledge and value

.base.S. Using thit.approachly La Grone's definition of a competent teacher is

particularly apip;bpriate. He states,(1973:151) that a competent teacher is "one

who.is able-to perform in a manner consistent with the ethical, societal, and

knowledge bases of the teaching profession over all.: classes of teaching

action."

What is a Competency?

A competency is a knowledge, skill, attitude, or behavior that is

demonstrated within a given context up to a secified minimum standard. When a

person is competent he is."safe."

Although many persons use the terms performance and competency. interchangeably,

they do not mean the same thing. 'Houston (1972:23) states that'bne measures

performance but evaluates competence." We want performance,'of course, but more

importantly, we want competent performance at the very least. For example, if

one emphasized performance only in teacher education the result might be

graduates who could esk questions, identify concepts create different Structures,

but not be able to utilize an inductive teaching,strategy to facilitate.learning

in a student. Houston (1972:73) points out another difference between performance

and competence. He states that whereas performance can be measured in a short

period of time, competence must be .evaluated over a longer period of time.

Frequently, competencies thought to be essential for effective teaching are

referred to as the "terminal" objectives of a teacher education program. These

29
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objectives are usually one of three tyell: 1) knowledge, 2) performance, and.

3) consequence. Very often programs include'bxperiential" or "exploratoriel

objectives in their programs too. These types of objectives can be in any

domain of learning (cognitive, psychomotor, or affective).

Now Doesl One Approach Competency Specification?

Once agreement has- been reached on the definition of .a competency, one is

ready to proceed to the actual specification of the competencies.

While there are many ways to approach the specification of program

competencies, most of them. are simply a variation on seven basic approaches:

1) mission statement, 2) competency collection, 3) philosophical position, 4)

,program and/or course conversion, 5) needs assessment, 6) task or role analysis

arid 7) model of the teacher.

In the mission statement one deduces the compe.eenci s from the

program goals specified in the mission 'statement. Johnson and hearron (1971)

state that "... teacher education goals [a mission statement], whethee implicit

or explicit, are one basis for developing and specifying cOmpetencies.". From

each goal a numberof competencies can be deduced. These, in turn, can be broken

down into objectives that "enable" the.achievement of the competency or terminal

objective.

In order to use this approach one either has to have a mission statement

available or one must be developed. If this approach is selected and no mission

statement is readily available one can be developed very easibi-4 following the

protedure outlined on the following page. As indicated, the assumptions and the

theoretical model serve as input from which goals are deduced. Once the goals,

have been stated, they may be grouped to facilitate considerations. One institution

grouped goals under the following headings: 1) students, 2) programs, and 3)

staff.

30
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After goals have been written and-grouped, they are submitted to appropriate

groups for review and suggested revision. Following this, the goals are

synthesized and presented in a narrative form whith becomes the mission statement,
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The competency-collection approach is one which has been used by 'a number of
2

progrdms. Involvement in, and research related to CBTE has yielded a vast number

of competencies. Prdgram developers employing competency collection realize that

it would be impossible for students to acquire all of the competencies that have

been stated, so they Use-the "mail order catalog strategy" to:identify, the

competencies fog^ their program. A number of comprehentiVe catalogs "

available for this purpose (TUrner, 1973, Dodl, 1973). The approach'involves
..

looking through the catalog and selecting thote competencies believed to be

appropriate.

The major weakness of this approach is the attention that it concentrates on

-the'wrong dynamics. Weil (1974) pointt out that while many programS are built on

a series of micro-level competencies, these small; individual behaviors should be

derived from a particular Strategy.. The search for teaching skills. is primarily.

deductive - -the competency collection approach is primarily inductive.

It should not be implied that the use of competency catalogs is totally

inappropriate.: They can be used quite effectively as 'a check to see if the desired

areas have been covered.

The pt is another method that has been used by

some. In this approach a philosophical position is assumed and competencies are

deduced from it. For example, one who accepts the position advocated by

John Dewey (Experimentalism) would likely include competencies related to the use

of inductive strategies, democratic classroom organization, and structure of

experience. One building a'- program around existential phenomenology would be
-

more likely to include competencies related to-the promotion of self-concept,

values-Of an individual' nature, and individual tutoring.

The primary advantagepf building a program around a single philosophical
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posltion is that it yields" an exiT.Wiely high' degree of unity. Its major

disadvantage is the inflexibility of t e approach. You are putting all of your

money on one. horse. If he does not come in,you (and the student) are sunk.

One of the most' frequently used approaches is the course. ota-roam

.tranOtio.n.appro40,6 With. this method one 'reformUlates existing courses and/or

I

programs in behavioral terms. Once this has been done modules are usually

developed to facilitate the accomplishment of the objectives.

One of the biggest disadvantages of this approach is the fact that courses

are usually revised independently which results in little, if any, integration.

Houston (1972:21) indicates that "the underlying assumptions of CBTE are so

drastically different from traditional approaches that they are incompatable."

Traditional courses just do not convert to CBTE courses. As is the case with the

competency collection approach, the course or program conversion approach does

have the advantage of Making gaps and overlaps visable: Also, the common aspects

can be identified and grouped into an essential competency core.',

The needs assessment approach can zero in on either the needs.of the learner

or the needs.of society. In this approach (primartly a deductive one) the needs

are identified, the program is developed, and the competencies needed to

implement the program are deduced. A need, as used herein, is,a "gap" between

the actual and the desired. Closing those gaps becomes the teacher's goal.

An advantage of this approach is its appeal to learners and society.

However, it has the major disadvantage of not being in control

of intervening variables'that come into play between the desired product and the

identified competencies.

The task or 'role anals. is approach is one in which teaches may be obserVed°

in action or asked to list competencies they must posses.- Another way this
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approach is used is for a professional to hypothesize about desirable

competencies. Elam (1972:1) states that 'a program is performance-based if

competencies are derived from teacher roles which are stated in such a manner that

it is possible to assess a student's behavior in relation to specific competencies,

and made public in advance, The major advantage of this approach is its. relevance

108

to the functions actually performed by teachers. However,'one serious drawback

is the amount of time a;I'vffort that are required to collect data on which to

base a decision. Furthtrmore, when observation is used, the act observed tends

to be seen as a single move rather than a part of an onaoin9 strategy.

Performance observed is highly situational so extreme care must be taken so as

not to misinterpret actions.

The final method presented is the model of the teacher a roath

Where the theoretical model is built around modelS.of teaching or teaching

strategies, as was the tase.with the theoreti61.model herein, competencies can

be derived.or deduCed from the model of the teacher,' Weil (1974:128) pointsout

that the learner can be _required to acquire competencies that increase his

repertoire of micro-behaviors when a modes approach is used.. Furthermore (Weil,

1974:131), the basic skills that cut across models (modifying cognitive level,

structuring, and focusing) can be viewed as a core of essential competencies-

while the ideoS'yncratic skills that are unique to a particUlar strategy can be

required of those-who will fill particular: roles.

A number of models have been described that could be utilized by an

institution-wishing to use this approach. Joyce, Soltis, and .Weil (1974) list

four model types (information processori, social, personal, and behavior

.modification) that include sixteen specific- models. Houston (1972:38-39) mentions

three models (child focusers, task focusers, and:pragmatists). Supporters of.

35
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this approach assert that competencies must be related to'a model of the teacher

or else they will be just-as disconnected as they were in the old, traditional

approach.

Regardless of the model chosen, according to Weil (1974:119) there are four

'steps to follow in the procp of deriVing competency statements from the model.

They are: p) initial ext apolation, (2) basid skills, .(3) development of

instructional training sys em, (4) clinical assessment of model performance.

The initial extrapola ionlefers.to,a condenSation of the original theoretical

description in terms of syn. social system, principles of reaCtion,'and'support

Systems (Weil, 1974:119)..

Basic skills are the micro-b haviors that are common to all strategies.

Modifying the cognitive level, str turing, and focusing are examples of basic

skills. Well (1974:119) points out that every strategy( has a dominant skill.

For example, structuring is the essence of group investigation while modifying

the cognitive level is the focus of inductive thinking.

Developing an instructional training system involves breaking complex

behavior's into smaller'prerequisite and'constituent behaviors and designing

the training sequence with evaluation and feedback"built in. It involves an

analysis of phases of activity, key model elements, the teacher's role in each

task, and specific teacher competencies (Well, 1974:132)..

The final step is the clinical assessment of the model performance. Weil

(1974:132) states that these measures make up the feedback tools of the training

system. Each item in instruction is a potential competency.

Weil (1974:140) lists two major advantages of the models approach of

specifying competencies. First she says that competencies derived in this manner

are likely to be a more permanent part of a teacher's repertoire than-those

1
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selected. in a less wholistic fashion because they are set in the large context of

the model which serves as animplicilt decision-making tool. Second, this approach

yields more interrelationship be*en various sub-sets of skills below basic

skill level because the model describes skills.

"As we have seen., a number of approaches are. possible; The ones presented

here are not the only ones, but they are representative. As far as the author is

concerned, a combination of the mission statement and the models approach offers

the best alternative. However, others may find a different approach more,practical;

How Does One 0 erationalize a Com etenc Statement?

Initially, competencies are usually specified iR fairly general terms, i:e.s,

they do not include conditions nor a criterion of performance. This is (*one_

purposely to avoid conflict over situational context An additional reasom is-to

facilitate personalization of the program by allowing these factors to remain

somewhat negotiable. _Once agreement can be reached at this level it becomes

necessary to operationalize the general competency statements so as Lo make them

useable in a given program. This is done simply through the addition of any
l

/.
'pertinent conditions and the/specification of the criterion for measuring success.

Perhaps an example wo old be helpful. A general competency statement for a

prospective high school oral director might be: conduct mixed,choir of senior

level. Operationalizat on of this general statement might be: given a group

of between 30 and 45 enior high girls and_boys and a set of chorale books, the

teacher will select nd teach a Bach chorale within one hour so that the choir

can perform a cape

J4

have been operatipnalized a number of other ways. Operationalization is highly

situational and should be negotiable.

j4

/'

14 a with no errors. Obviously, the general competency could

37
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,Up until this point we have been very logical in our approach. However,

Houston (1972:70) states that logically derived objectives usually must be rear

ranged into a psychological sequence based on student readiness and development.

TKere are several factors that might be considered when sequencing competencies.

Five of them are:

1. Move Irom§.521121212.

2. fiyildietencies.

3. Consider learners:psychological readiness.

4. Plan integration into learner's "style."

5. Arrange for accomplishment of one competency to serve as feedback on

another.

How Are Competencies Evaluated?

There are basically two phases of competency evaluation. The first is a

process evaluation and the second is an actual product evaluation; In the

process phase,a yes answer is necessary on the following questions:

1( Was consensus reached concerning

. a.- a definition of "competency?"

b. approach(es) to be used to specify competencies?-

c. method to be used to determine sequence of objectives?

Were competencies

made public prior to instruction?

b. utilized in developing the program?

c. included for each class in the theoretical model?

3. Were the competencies clustered so as to relate to the elements of the

professional program?



4. Were competencies specified for professional roles including

a. all professionals?

b. general roles (teachers, administrators, counselors)?

c. role assignment (e.g.,principal superintendent, teacher)?

d. level (elementary, high school)?

e. teaching speciality (9.a.part music)?

f. 9ther career conditions (242...bilingual, urban)?

The second phase of competency evaluation deals with an evaluation of the

quality of the product itself. Again, a yes answer is,requirelfor all questions.

1. Does the set of competencies logically lead to a teacher model shown in

the thoretical model?

Does each competency contribute to the overall mode"!?

3.0 It each competency stated as a measurable objective (specific, contains

conditions, and criteria 'for evaluating success).

*4. 'Do'program-competencies cumulatively meet certificattokrequiremeqts?

5. Ys the teacher who can demonstrate a set of competencies more likely

to be effective than one who cannot?

6. Are competencies compatible with assumptions?

7. Are competencies related to at least one of the professional actions of

either teaching or improving?

8. Do competencies flow logically from the m ts on s nt?

9 Are competexies aC.ceptable to students?

*Adapted from Houston (1972:9041).

We can be certain" of at-least one thing--the future will be.dif r nt than

the present.Consequently,competencies must constantly be examined f r releVance.

The entire.rocess related to the competency phase isillUstrited on the

following page.
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ind SO, ock -52).cite-five major consequences of usln

specifically stated competencies as. a basis for teacher, education ) teacher

education would hecom noncourse* noncredit enterprise because of necessity fbr

time flexibility* ,2i thire could be a wider range of educational specialists

efforts to clarify the nature of desiralge pUpil outwit s would be 'intensified

4) there would be ore interplay between. personal goal setting, Information

gathering teaching analysis* and aisessmant of outs ed-se vements and 5)

objectives wolild be more likely to be attalned.

One final word. 'While specifying assumptions* dev oping a heo at1cal

and identifying cmpetencles constitute the firtt thme steps in

ffort to improve teacher education progratkv they should not be thought of as

series of linear actiyities. Systems* by their very nature*, are not linear.

They are circular. They are i teracttve . One should utilize feedback constan

in an attempt to improvijicompl t steps or phases. Jones (1972) States that

processes and components interact* and feedback frm any point can force

rdemainination eartier step before Proceeding furthema

,20
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APPENDIX 8'

'GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Assumption . a belief or value 'statement that serves as a justification

for educational practice.

kialttt..,1cY knowledge, skill, attitude, or behavior that is demonstrated

1

within a given c9ntext up to, minimum standard..

Mission Statement -- a formal statement of the program goals for students to

accomplish.,"When trade more specific these goals become

objectives/or competency statements.

System IMO alogical-arrangement of interdependent and interrelated

partS which becomea connected whole in order- to accomplish

a certain objective.

Systems Approach' common sense by design.

Teaching Strategy 7 complex behavioral events where the teacher carries out a

Theoretical Model S.

definite sequence of activities designed to promote

accomplishment of particular educational objectives and goals:

the "blueprint" -from which the teacher education program is

developed. -.It is an "advance organizer" for the entire

program. Stated more formally, it is a structural design

of the conceptual and functional components of the total

system.
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